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“We are spoiled for a little valley, with an international
presence and wonderful cultural events.”

B

ased in Ketchum, Idaho, Latham
Interiors is a firm dedicated to
the needs of Sun Valley’s most
discerning homeowners. Principal designer
Sarah Latham points to the enrichment
of environments as her philosophy and
goal. “Our firm delivers experience,
professionalism, creativity and simple
solutions for each client’s unique design
needs,” she says. A talented and experienced
yet youthful design firm offering services
for residential and commercial projects alike,
Latham Interiors works with homeowners,
architects, contractors and other community
members. “We strive to provide excellence
and knowledge while building great
relationships,” Latham says. Known for its
stunning mountain masterpieces, Sun Valley
has long had a distinct design aesthetic, but
Latham says the traditional style has evolved
to include more modern structures and
aesthetics. “Clients are learning it’s okay to
be modern in the mountains!” she enthuses.
Asked to describe the winter season in Sun
Valley, Latham notes a renewal of community.
“It always slows down with the weather, and
everyone pulls together for the winter ahead,”
she says. “It gets quieter and the locals relax.
The holiday season is magical here, with
horse-drawn sleighs, caroling, ice skating,
hot chocolate, lights and skiing.”
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“To start the ideal Saturday, I would
take my dog, Lucy, for an early morning
run before my kids and husband are
awake,” Latham says. “Then, I would
make breakfast at home before joining
the whole family for a bike ride. We
would end the day by heading up
to Redfish Lake to meet friends and
barbecue for dinner.”
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1. A modern mountain living room with a neutral palette was created to emphasize the owner’s magnificent art collection. 2. This adorable little apartment was built for the homeowner’s
guests to come and enjoy themselves while visiting the valley. 3. Swiss modern in every way, this penthouse was created with the ultimate clean, sleek, modern feeling in mind.
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A Saturday in Sun Valley
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